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The first Centres of Excellence
in Nanoelectronics (CENs) were
established at IIT-Bombay (IITB) and
IISc, by the Department of Information
Technology, Government of India, in
the year 2006. CEN at IIT-Bombay was
meant to focus on electronic devices,
whereas the one at IISc had a more
materials focus.

use of these facilities at very reasonable
costs. The traditional modes for R&D
engagement with IIT, viz. research/
consulting projects, of course continue
to be available to external agencies.
For further information please visit
http://www.ee.iitb.ac.in/~nanoe/

Introduction

Objective

The CEN at IITB is thus one of the two
pioneering nanofabrication facilities
in the country. The multidisciplinary
R&D activities here span the gamut
of nanoelectronic devices as detailed
in the following pages. These have led
to acclaimed scientific breakthroughs,
extensive collaboration with industry
and research labs, and development of
commercial products. This brochure is
intended to provide an introduction to
the capabilities and expertise available
in CEN.
In addition to scientific research and
technology development, the CENs
have a charter for skilled manpower
development. This was implemented
through the Indian Nanoelectronics
Users Programme (INUP) which opens
up the CEN facilities to academic
researchers across India at no cost to
them.
The scope of INUP is now being
broadened to allow researchers in
industrial and government labs to make
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Research Activities

Overview of Research Activities in CEN

R&D in CEN involves work on
electronic materials, devices and
circuits. This includes the following
activities: modeling of processes/devices/
circuits, characterization of materials/
devices/circuits, and device fabrication.
In the following pages, research
activities and interests in CEN have
been presented in these five categories of
device technologies (including one for
circuit design):
n
n
n
n
n
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MEMS, Sensors and Microfluidics
Logic and Memory Devices
High-Speed and Optoelectronic
Devices
Photovoltaic Devices
Device/Circuit Co-Design and
Analog/Mixed-Signal/ RF Design &
Test

Note that novel materials (e.g. organic
semiconductors) can enable more than
one category of devices (e.g. sensors
and solar cells); also, research in each
category usually involves all-round
activity encompassing modeling,
fabrication and characterization.

Research Activities
Hand- held device for detecting Acute Myocardial
Infarction (AMI) developed in CEN

Hand-held vapor detection system for homeland
security applications developed in CEN

MEMS, Sensors and
Microfluidics
R&D in CEN has led to sensor
technologies that impact critical areas
like public health, homeland security
and energy-harvesting. Research in
this field is strongly interdisciplinary,
bringing together groups from
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Chemistry and Biosciences. CEN boasts of full-fledged
computer-aided-design (CAD),
fabrication and characterization
facilities for micro/nano
electromechanical devices. Facilities
for CAD and testing of interfacing
electronic circuitry, simulation and
fabrication of microfluidic devices, and
chemical and biological experiments
are available in CEN and associated
departments/centers. Technologies
already developed here include “iSens”
– a point of care sensor for detecting
cardiac markers, a handheld device for
explosive detection, a surface-plasmon-

resonance based biosensor, and “Silicon
Locket” – a wearable web-enabled
ECG monitoring device. Some of these
have led to commercial products and,
recently, a start-up company.
Current research interests in this area in
CEN encompass the following:
n piezo-resistive polymer
microcantilevers integrated with
liquid cells and interfacing
electronics to detect cardiac markers

Research Tools:
workstations, CAD software, wet
benches, laser mask writer, dualsided mask aligner, metal/dielectric
sputter, metal/polymer evaporation,
hot-wire CVD, ICPCVD, furnaces,
rapid thermal processing, wire-bonder,
wafer-bonder, probe stations, SEM,
ellipsometer, profilometer, FTIR,
spectrophotometer
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Research Activities

n

n

n

“Silicon Locket” for low-cost mobile ECG monitoring – developed in CEN

n

n

in blood – the goal being quick and
cheap screening of patients with
cardiac problems in primary
healthcare centers
polymer based piezo-resistive
microcantilever (array) and
interfacing electronics for vaporphase detection of explosive
molecules – the handheld version
developed here being already
commercialized, the goal now is a
sensor network for explosive
detection in public places
polymer optical waveguide based
biosensors, guided mode
resonance filter based biosensors and
microfabricated capacitive
biosensors

Faculty:
V. Ramgopal Rao, Soumyo Mukherji,
Anil Kumar, A.Q. Contractor,
Dinesh Sharma, M.S. Baghini, Amit
Agrawal, Prasanna Gandhi, Krishna
Jonnalagadda, P.R. Apte, R. Pinto, V. R.
Palkar, D.S. Misra, Pradeep Nair
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n

n

n

design and synthesis of organic
semiconductors for chemical/
environmental sensing
design and synthesis of amplified
fluorescent polymers for chemical/
bio sensing
chemical/environmental sensing
using conducting polymer field-effect
transistors (FET)
microcantilevers, nanorods and
composites, based on multiferroic
materials (having both ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic properties)
discovered at IITB e.g. BDFO and
PTFO, that can serve as MEMS
devices actuated by electric field,
magnetic field, or mechanical stress,
for sensing and energy-harvesting
purposes
theory and experiments on fluid flow
and heat transport in microchannels
and application thereof – including
two-phase (boiling) phenomena
with application to electronic
cooling, circulation in interconnected
passages and the effect of pulsation
to gain fundamental understanding
of blood flow, cell-plasma separation
for bio-sensor applications
microfluidic flow cytometry for
the measurement of biological
cell properties with integrated
optical detection and electronics

Research Activities
Scanning electron micrograph of 5nm diameter Pt dots fabricated on Si for nanocrystal
flash memory applications

Logic and Memory Devices
This has been a traditional area of
strength at IITB focusing on CMOSbased device reliability, memory
devices and technology-aware-design.
It has been broadened significantly
in scope with the setting up of CEN.
IITB research in this area has led to
hundreds of publications in top-notch
journals and conferences, tens of
patents, adoption of IITB techniques
as industry standards, and millions of
dollars in research funding from the
global semiconductor industry. CEN has
state-of-the-art device simulation and
characterization facilities, and a wellequipped nanofabrication laboratory
with equipment for all essential
fabrication processes. This includes an
Applied Materials endowed laboratory
with commercial 200mm process tools.
Current research in CEN in this field
is now a mix of advanced CMOS and

beyond-CMOS approaches. Some topics
of interest are:
n logic device reliability – including
bias-temperature-instability in
high-k/metal-gate stack
n non-classical CMOS logic devices
– including source/drain engineering,
gate-stack engineering, and
modeling of germanium-based

Research Tools:
workstations, TCAD software, wet
benches, laser mask writer, dual-sided
mask aligner, e-beam lithography
(including GIS), ICPCVD, e-beam
evaporation, AMAT PVD Endura,
AMAT Gate-Stack Centura , AMAT
Etch Centura, reactive-ion etch,
furnaces, rapid thermal processing,
plasma-immersion ion implantation,
probe stations, ellipsometer,
profilometer, AFM, SEM
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Research Activities
Scanning electron micrograph of polysilicon-oxide-silicon stack fabricated in CEN

n

n

n

FinFETs, modeling and fabrication
of junctionless transistors
beyond-CMOS logic devices –
including modeling, fabrication
and characterization of tunnel-FET
for low-power applications,
spintronic transistors for nonvolatile logic applications
magnetic semiconductors for
novel spin-based logic and/or
memory applications
novel memory device technologies
– modeling, characterization and
fabrication of metal-nanocrystal
flash, resistive-RAM and spintransfer-torque-RAM

Faculty:
Saurabh Lodha, Udayan Ganguly,
Dipankar Saha, Swaroop
Ganguly, Ashwin Tulapurkar, Anil
Kottantharayil, M. Shojaei, Souvik
Mahapatra, V. Ramgopal Rao, Dinesh
Sharma, R. Pinto, J. Vasi, D.S. Misra
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n
n
n
n

n

complex oxides for novel memory/
logic
multiferroic materials for novel
memory applications
I/O device reliability including ESD
device engineering
interconnects for advanced CMOS
technology – including low-k
dielectrics and applications of
carbon-nanotubes
bottom-up approaches to CMOS
scaling

Research Activities
Micrograph of first galium-nitride HEMT fabricated in India – in CEN

High-speed and
Optoelectronic Devices
This area encompasses a wide range
of compound semiconductor devices
at IITB, targeting applications like
high-speed and high-power electronics,
imaging, and light sources. It has seen
very significant growth at IITB over
the last few years with the addition of
new faculty and millions of dollars of
internal and external funding for new
facilities including molecular beam
epitaxy for the growth of high-quality
materials. CEN also has state-of-the-art
facilities for device simulation,
characterization and nanofabrication.
Research interests in CEN in this field
include:
n growth and characterization of III-V
materials and their heterostructures
n modeling, fabrication and
characterization of III-V quantumdot based detectors for imaging
n modeling, fabrication and
characterization of III-N high-

n
n

electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
and related structures for high-speed,
high-power applications
physics and modeling of III-N
materials and their heterostructures
modeling, fabrication and
characterization of novel light
sources – including III-N LEDs for
solid state lighting, quantum dot
LEDs/lasers, single-photon sources
etc.

Research Tools:
workstations, TCAD software, wet
benches, laser mask writer, dual-sided
mask aligner, e-beam lithography
(including GIS), MBE, sputter, e-beam
evaporation, ICPCVD, ICPRIE,
furnaces, rapid thermal processing,
plasma-immersion ion implantation,
ellipsometer, profilometer, AFM, SEM,
photoluminescence, probe stations
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Research Activities
As-grown and annealed InAs/GaAs quantum dots for optoelectronic (LED and laser)
applications

n

n

spin-based optoelectronics –
including spin-polarized light sources
for sensor and optical
communication applications
magnetic semiconductor materials
for spin-based optoelectronics

Faculty:
Subhananda Chakrabarti, Dipankar
Saha, Swaroop Ganguly, Ashwin
Tulapurkar, Shubhabrata Dhar
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Cross-section electron micrograph of T-gate
developed at CEN for high-frequency HEMT
devices

Research Activities
Transmission electron micrograph of silicon nanoparticles in silicon-dioxide matrix
for quantum-dot solar cells

Photovoltaic Devices
This is an area of strong interest and
growth at IITB. CEN research in this
area is strongly coupled to the National
Centre for Photovoltaics Research
and Education (NCPRE) with which
it shares many resources. The two
centers combined have comprehensive
facilities for the modeling, fabrication
and characterization of crystalline, thin
film, multijunction and organic solar
cells. This interdisciplinary topic brings
together researchers in Energy Science
and Engineering, Electrical Engineering
and Chemistry among others. CEN
research in solar photovoltaics focuses
for the most part on approaches that
seek to apply nanotechnology to
enhance solar cell efficiency.
The National Centre for Photovoltaics
Research and Education is the first of
its kind in India. It was set up in 2010
by the Ministry of New and Renewable

Energy as part of the vision for solar
energy articulated by the Jawaharlal
Nehru National Solar Mission. IIT
Bombay was chosen in part to achieve
synergy with the CEN.
Current research in CEN in this field
includes:
n simulation, fabrication and
characterization of silicon waferbased solar cells – including the
development of process technology
for high-efficiency solar cell

Research Tools:
TCAD, wet benches, ICPCVD,
furnaces, rapid thermal processing,
plasma-immersion ion implantation,
metal/dielectric sputter, e-beam
evaporation, reactive-ion etch, probe
stations, ellipsometer, profilometer,
SEM, AFM
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Research Activities
Scanning electron micrograph of random surface texturing of silicon wafer for solar
cell applications

n

n
n

fabrication, e.g. diffusion, dry and
wet texturing, surface passivation
layers and plasma-immersion ionimplantation
top-down and bottom-up
approaches for silicon nanostructure
solar cells – including amorphoussilicon/SiN quantum dot
multijunction cell and nano-porous
silicon multijunction cell,
plasmonics-enhanced thin-film solar
cells
reliability of thin-film solar cells
organic semiconductor solar
cells – including design, synthesis

Faculty:
Chetan Solanki, Anil Kottantharayil,
Shaibal Sarkar, Souvik Mahapatra,
Swaroop Ganguly, M. Shojaei, Richard
Pinto, J. Vasi, Pradeep Nair
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and characterization of printable
transparent conductors and
printable high-mobility organic
semiconductors, cells based on
P3HT and PCBM blends, design
synthesis and characterization of
printable transparent conductors

Research Activities
Ultra-low-power, low-noise chip for biomedical/sensor applications designed in
180nm CMOS technology

Device-circuit Co-design and Analog/Mixed-signal/RF
Design & Test
Microelectronics at IITB has
consistently aimed to bridge technology
(process & device) and design (circuit
& system). IITB research in the areas
of SoC design with emerging device
technologies has been published
and highlighted at leading venues,
led to several patents, and extensive
industry interaction. Research in
CMOS analog/mixed-signal/RF design
targeted towards handheld/portable
applications has led to the development
of commercial technologies, e.g. in lowcost biomedical devices.
Test structures are at times fabricated
and characterized at the IITB facilities.
Complex test chips are designed in
technologies offered by semiconductor
foundries to academia. Test boards
and test systems are then developed to
measure specifications of the fabricated
test chips.

Some of the current research interests in
CEN in this field include:
n biomedical/biosensor integrated
circuits and systems for low-cost
healthcare monitoring
n low-noise ultra low-power circuit
design and optimization, novel
mixed-signal architectures for
energy/power reduction, power
management and efficient signal
processing
n mixed-signal performance, impact
of process variations and reliability
of emerging devices, benchmarking

Research Tools:
workstations, CAD software, probe
stations
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Research Activities
Simulated Thermal map of next-generation CMOS chip for
reliability modeling

n
n
n

and optimization of emerging
devices for various circuit/system
level applications
signal integrity and noise immunity
issues
energy harvesting devices and
circuits
integration of sensors with ultra
low-noise instrumentation
modules for a wide range of
emerging applications such as
personal healthcare and
environmental monitoring

Faculty:
Maryam Shojaei, Dinesh Sharma,
V. Ramgopal Rao, Animesh Kumar,
Shalabh Gupta
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Three-channel ultra-low-power low-noise signal
conditioning test chip designed in 350nm CMOS
technology
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Facilities

Overview of CEN Facilities

With the inception of CEN, a
comprehensive nanofabrication
facility with 3000 sq. ft. of class 1000
(ISO6) clean room space was set up
at IITB in 2007. The older device
characterization and simulation labs
were incorporated into CEN to support
these activities. Major additional
nanofabrication and characterization
facilities are being commissioned at this
time. This includes 4000 sq. ft. of new
clean room lab space to accommodate
burgeoning activities especially in
compound semiconductors,
solar cells etc.
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Facilities

Modeling
The Microelectronics Computational
Laboratory which supports CEN
activities in this area boasts of over 20
state-of-the-art workstations supporting
high-end simulation and CAD software
such as the Synopsys Sentaurus suite,
MATLAB etc.
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Facilities

Fabrication
The nanofabrication facilities in CEN
include:
n 1000 sq. ft. of class 1000 clean
room and semi-clean room primarily
for MEMS/Sensors related activity,
including wet benches, sputter,
e-beam evaporation and furnaces
n 1000 sq. ft. of class 10,000 clean
room primarily for material/process
characterization e.g.
photoluminescence, AFM,
profilometry, plus plasmaimmersion-ion-implanter and hotwire CVD tools
n 1000 sq. ft. of class 1000 clean
room dedicated to advanced process
tools, including optical and e-beam
lithography, furnaces, wet bench,
plasma etch, ICPCVD, RTP and PLD
n 1000 sq. ft. of class 1000 clean
room named as Applied Materials
Nanomanufacturing Lab including
commercial 200mm AMAT tools for
etch, PVD and gate-stack

n AMAT Gate Stack Centura
n 3 target Metal Sputtering System - Nordiko
n Dielectric Sputter System
n Four-target Electron Beam Evaporator
n Electron Beam Evaporator (Aluminum)
n Thermal Evaporator (Al, Indium)
n Thermal Evaporation System (Chrome-Gold)
n Polymer evaporation system
n Pulsed LASER Deposition (PLD)
n Electroplating System
n Ultech Furnaces (4 LPCVD tubes and 5
atmospheric tubes)
n Inductively coupled plasma CVD (ICPCVD),
Oxford Instruments
n Hot Wire CVD (HWCVD)

n Electron Beam Lithography-Raith 150 TWO

n CNT Chemical Vapor Deposition

n Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

n Thermal Furnaces for MEMS applications

n Laser Writer

n Silanization Set-up

n Double Side Aligner-EVG 620

n Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PIII)

n EVG Wafer Bonder

n Annealsys, Rapid Thermal Processor (RTP)

n JEOL, SEM 6400 with Lithography Attachment

n STS RIE

n Karl Suss MJB-3 , Mask Aligner

n Sentech, Inductively Coupled Plasma RIE (ICPRIE)
System

n AMAT Etch Centura
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n AMAT Endura PVD system

n Wire Bonder

AMAT Gatestack Centura :
Gate stack cluster tool is used for the formation of the
complete gate stack in a state-of-the-art 8 inch CMOS
manufacturing process. A CVD chamber is integrated
for MOCVD of high-k materials.

Laser Writer :
The LaserWriter System is designed for patterning
planar structures on a mask or directly on the
substrate. It can also be used for surface diagnostics.
The system transforms a laser beam into a controlled
writing tool for photolithographic mask fabrication or
for direct in situ processing on planar substrates.

Raith 150 :
RAITH150 is used for ultra high resolution
patterning, pattern inspection and dimensional
meteorology. It has the ability to handle wide range of
samples including up to 8 inch wafers.
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AMAT Etch Centura :
Etch centura is a cluster tool for reactive etching
and resist ashing in a state-of-the-art 8 inch CMOS
manufacturing process. RIE of the target stack and
resist ashing can be done without vaccum break. The
tool currently has two process chambers: one for RIE
and the other for resist ashing.

Ultech Furnaces :
There are three stacks of furnaces with each having 3
tubes. There are 4 LPCVD tubes and 5 atmospheric
tubes for performing the oxidation, deposition of the
various films and to perform Drive-in and annealing.
These are three zone temperature controls in the
furnaces, to maintain constant temperature along the
tube. The load station permits to perform automatic
loading and unloading of wafer boats.

Molecular Beam Epitaxy :
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is one of the methods
of depositing single crystals. Molecular beam epitaxy
takes place in high vacuum or ultra-high vacuum (10−8
Pa). The most important aspect of MBE is the slow
deposition rate (typically less than 1000 nm per hour),
which allows the films to grow epitaxially. The slow
deposition rates require proportionally better vacuum
to achieve the same impurity levels as other deposition
techniques
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ICPCVD :
The presence of plasma enables the chemical vapour
deposition at low temperatures. Thin films of SiO2,
SixNy, SiON and a-Si can be deposited.

Wafer Bonder :
This bonding system can be used for all wafer bonding
processes such as anodic, thermo compression and
silicon direct bonding.

AMAT Endura PVD System :
PVD Endura is a cluster tool which is currently
configured with three process chambers for sputter
deposition of metal thin films in a state-of-the-art 8
inch CMOS manufacturing process.
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Facilities

Characterisation
CEN has state-of-the art device
characterization laboratories that house
fully shielded wafer probe stations with
temperature capability, semiconductor
parameter analyzers and other electrical
test equipments such as LCR meters,
pulse generators, spectrum analyzers
etc. Fully automated wafer level test
capabilities exist to perform various
types of DC, CV and pulse based
characterization to measure and analyze
characteristics of as-fabricated devices
and its degradation during accelerated
electrical stress. In addition there are
facilities for optical, magneto-optical
and magneto-electrical characterization
of devices.

n Fully Shielded Probe Station with Triax Chuck
n Fully Shielded Probe Station with Triax Thermo
Chuck (2x)
n Mercury Probe
n Unshielded Probe Station with BNC chuck
n Unshielded Probe Station with Thermo Chuck (2x)
n Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
n Spectroscopic Ellipsometer
n Fluorescence Microscope
n Contact Angle Measurement
n Olympus Industrial Microscope
n Potentiostat
n Scanning Electrochemical Microscope (SECM)
n Spectrum 100 Optica FT-IR System
n Surface Profilometer
n Four Probe system
n UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer
n Photoluminescence
n Spintronics Setup
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Fully Shielded Probe Station with Triax Thermo
Chuck :
The low noise setup can be used to take very high
speed IV at different temperatures ranging from 25C
to 200C. Several routines have also been programmed
to incorporate transistor-level measurements like
NBTI, FN stress, DCIV, LVSILC and Charge Pumping.

Spintronics setup :
An electric field applied to the piezoelectric optical
element (OE)of the PEM causes its mechanical
straining; hence the optical path changes along the
direction of the applied strain. Along the longitudinal
direction there is such mechanical strain causing the
index of refraction to change while the vertical
unstrained direction causes no such effects.

Solar Simulator :
Solar Simulator produces a 5cm (2”) diameter
collimated beam using a 150W xenon lamp with air
cooled arc lamp housing. The system is powered with
a 200W power supply and igniter. A multiple filter
holder allows the user to selectively trim the xenon
spectrum to match the desired Air Mass spectrum
AM1.5 direct and global. The IV measurements are
made using a Keithely 2400 SMU, which is controlled
by a MATLAB program on the computer through the
GPIB interface.
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Photoluminescence spectroscopy :
Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a contactless,
nondestructive but a very effective and useful
experiment to investigate electronic structure of
materials. It’s a mandatory characterization method
for the materials like III-V semiconductors which are
used in optoelectronics device fabrication.

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry :
Ellipsometry is a powerful tool for the characterization
of thin films and multi-layer structures. Linearly
polarized light is reflected from the surface of a
material. The reflected light becomes elliptically
polarized, the degree of ellipticity being determined by
the optical properties of the solid being probed. Film
thickness and refractive index of single films and each
layer of a multi layer stack can be measured. It is a
non-destructive and contact less measurement tool for
the characterization of thin film.

AMAT-CLEAN Laboratory :
AMAT-CLEAN laboratory facility is a chemistry
laboratory having state-of-the-art facilities for
chemical syntheses, materials preparation, and
materials characterization. It has facilities such
as fumehoods, Schlenk lines(synthetic facility),
automated solvent purification system, inert
atmosphere glove-boxes (for storage and handling of
air-sensitive chemicals), spectrophotometers (FT-IR
and UV-vis.), optical microscope, ultra-sonicator, spincoaters, furnaces, ovens etc. This laboratory meets
international safety standards.
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n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Malonic acid based monomers and polymers
N-alkylation of amino acids and its application in designer functional biopolymers
Novel polymers of 3,4-propylenedioxythiophene derivatives with pendant functional groups
O-alkylation of bis-methyl propionic acid and its application
A process for preparing poly (3,4-alkylenedioxythiophene) derivatives
An Inpack semiconductor module and a method of manufacturing the same
Aqueous dispersible polymers of 3,4-alkylenedioxythiophene and process for the
preparation thereof
Aqueous formulation of water dispersible polymers of 3,4-alkylenedioxythiophene
and process for the preparation thereof
An electronic explosive detector
Colored thermal imaging using uncooled opto-thermo mechanical device without
electronics or electrics
Method and device for determining ionizing radiation
A dry method for surface modification of SU-8 for immobilization of biomolecules using a
hotwire induced pyrolytic process

Logic and Memory Devices

Technologies for Licensing

MEMS, Sensors and Microfluidics

n Nonvolatile floating gate analog memory cell
n Selector device for bipolar RRAM
n A photo-patternable multifunctional polymer nanocomposite

High-speed and Optoelectronic Devices
n An interface circuit between a sensor and a signal conditioning circuit
n A tunable distributed voltage controlled oscillator for generating high frequency
microwave signals
n Distributed oscillator for generating a high frequency microwave signal
n Distributed oscillator for generating a high frequency third harmonic microwave
signal having high power output
n Low power analog FM transceiver for Bio-Telemetry Applications
n Tunable distributed harmonic voltage controlled oscillator for generating second and third
harmonic microwave signals
n Wide range Mixer in 0.18 um technology

Photovoltaic Devices
n A solar cell having three dimensional junctions and a method of forming the same
n Method and device for forming an electrical contact pattern on a solar cell
n Method for forming metal contact on a surface of a solar cell covered by an anti-reflective
coating (ARC) layer
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IIT Bombay
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Centre for Excellence in Nanoelectronics
Electrical Engineering Annex,
IIT-Bombay, Powai,
Mumbai 400 076, India
Telephone number: +91 22 2576 4441/4472/4482
Fax number: +91 22 2572 3707
Email Id: cen@ee.iitb.ac.in
Web site: http://www.ee.iitb.ac.in/~nanoe/

